
Remarkably Easy to Use and Train On
Our intuitive and vibrant UI lets you hire who you want 

and train new staff members in hours rather than weeks. 

Deliver a Mobile Guest Welcome
Allow your guests to check-in, pay, and access their room 

directly from their mobile device.  Send targeted 

automated offers for room upgrades, amenities, or 

monetized check-in/out directly to your guests’ 

smartphones.

Drive Conversions & Revenue
Manage rates and restrictions from anywhere with an 

internet connection. Send targeted, automated offers for 

upgrades and amenities directly to your guests’ mobile 

devices. 

Robust Automation 
Empower staff by automating common administrative 

tasks such as room assignment, bulk check-in, reporting, 

and housekeeping task management. 

Easy Onboarding
Our dedicated implementations teams can onboard your 

PMS and train your staff with minimal disruption to your 

guest experience. Choose between in-person or remote 

implementation. 
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Experience a  Modern Cloud PMS 
Cloud PMS | Multi-Property Management | Guest Kiosk

Seamless Integrations
Our PMS is based on a flexible, webhook-enhanced, 

open-API architecture that delivers a comprehensive 

library of 1100+ integrations.

Reduce The  Costs of Tech Ownership
Stayntouch PMS runs on Amazon AWS, so there is no need 

to maintain costly on-site servers. Enjoy regular software 

updates and unlimited integrations at no additional cost. 

Manage your entire portfolio right at your fingertips. 

Interact with guests as a single, unified brand, and 

effortlessly switch between managing a single property, a 

property group, or your entire chain using our intuitive and 

centralized Multi-property Dashboard. Coming soon: our 
Multi-property Configuration and 360° Reporting.

Streamline the guest welcome with our sleek, guest-facing 

kiosk. Give your guests a convenient and personalized 

self-check-in option, while earning ancillary revenue from 

targeted offers for upgrades and amenities. Unburden 

your front desk staff and transform your lobby into a space 

for socializing, dining and coworking. 

Our flexible, intuitive mobile PMS makes it easy to train 

your staff, scale your business, and deliver your unique 

vision of elevated service. Train your in hours rather than 

weeks, and have them break free from the front desk to 

serve guests anywhere on property. Deliver a completely 

mobile guest welcome experience, and drive ancillary 

revenue with targeted offers sent automatically to your 

guests’ smartphones.  

Stayntouch PMS
Our Intuitive Cloud PMS with Mobile Check-In

Multi-Property Management
Manage All of Your Properties with Ease

Stayntouch Kiosk
Reimagine Your Lobby & Guest Welcome



 

Interact with Guests 
as a Unified Brand and  
Manage Your Entire 
Portfolio with Ease

A PMS Scaled for Your Entire Portfolio
Multi-Property chain statistics give users a bird’s eye 

view of stay data across their chain, including an 

chain-wide overview of guest, company, and travel 

agent productivity.  

An Intuitive Dashboard
Seamlessly manage multiple properties in a centralized, 

intuitive dashboard. View top-level occupancy and rate 

statistics for each property in your chain, and 

effortlessly switch between property and chain level 

dashboards.

COMING SOON 
Multi-Property  Configuration
Scale your business and streamline PMS deployment by 

centrally managing configuration data and uploading 

property data templates to the chain.

Multi-Property  Reporting 
Gain a 360° view of your entire brand and easily 

generate chain-wide insights without having to run 

multiple reports. 

Stayntouch's Multi-Property Enterprise Bundle includes all of the great features of Multi-Property 

Configuration with our new Multi-Property Dashboard, Availability Screen and Shared Guest Profiles.

MULTI-PROPERTY
Dashboard, Availability Screen, and 

Profile Sharing

Multi-Property Dashboard

Shared Guest, Travel Agents, Company 

Cards

Global Travel Agents and Company 

Cards

Global Contracts

MULTI-PROPERTY CONFIGURATION
Templates and Configuration 

Standards

Rate Types and Rates

Charge Groups and Charge Codes

Markets, Sources, Segments, Booking Origin, 
Hold Status, and Reservation Types

Chain & Hotel Details. Property Groups 

User Permissions and Creation

Payment Methods

Likes, Guest Cards, and Mandatory Fields

Availability Screen

Set-up & Manage Your Entire Portfolio 70% Faster with

Multi-Property Management
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An Intuitive Multi-Property Dashboard
Our intuitive Chain Dashboard lets you effortlessly switch 

between property and chain-level management. 

Manage  Availability Across Your Portfolio
The colorful and intuitive Availability Screen now allows users 

to help manage availability across multiple properties at once.

Interact with Guests as a Single Brand
With Guest Profile Sharing, you can keep track of your guests’ 

stay history, brand loyalty, and custom preferences from the 

brand or management level, even as they stay in different 

properties.

Multi-Property Configuration
Reduce your time investment by 70% when you set up and 

manage your properties with Stayntouch's Multi-Property 

Configuration! Utilize a centralized, user-friendly dashboard to 

oversee all your properties, facilitating seamless property updates 

and enhancing brand consistency. Effortlessly expand your 

business with pre-configured templates for new openings.  

Gain a 360°  View with Reporting (coming soon)
Multi-Property reporting gives users a bird’s eye view of stay data, 

including a property-wide overview of guest, company, and travel 

agent productivity.  Consolidate data across multiple properties to 

gain a 360° view of your brand’s performance. 

MULTI-PROPERTY ENTERPRISE
Everything in Multi-Property &  Multi-Property Configuration


